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Abstract
This BA thesis aims to compare two distinct approaches towards grammar explanation in
ELT: deductive and inductive. The deductive method is commonly used in traditional
curricula. The learners are presented with the metalinguistic information on the target pattern,
which is followed by practice activities. The second method uses inductive reasoning – the
learners are provided with texts containing the target linguistic pattern, from which they form
hypotheses about the rules of its use. The thesis presents a quasi-experimental study with 25
upper-intermediate Czech secondary-school students, which was conducted to determine
which of the approaches is more beneficial for teaching English grammar. Another purpose of
the study was to compare the corpus data as an authentic study material in contrast with
concocted model sentences in a language textbook. The indefinite article was chosen as the
target linguistic feature.
The theoretical part is divided into several sections. Firstly, it provides a linguistic account on
the use of the indefinite article, with A Comprehensive Grammar of the English Language and
Mluvnice současné angličtiny na pozadí češtiny as the primary sources. The second section
describes the indefinite article as a target linguistic feature within the frames of ELT and
SLA. It discusses the issue of explicitness and implicitness in language learning, as well as the
role and effectiveness of instruction in language teaching. In the section on the grammar
explanation, the emphasis is put primarily on the differences between induction and
deduction. Finally, the last chapter of the theoretical part focuses on language corpora and
various possibilities of their incorporation into mainstream education. The analytical part
provides the procedures and the results of the quasi-experimental study. The statistical
analysis revealed that the learners who received the inductive instructional treatment had
significantly better results, however, the internal validity of the research is limited by the
nature of the study, as well as the small number of participants.
Key words: indefinite article, corpora, deduction, induction, ELT

Abstrakt

Bakalářská práce si klade za cíl porovnat dva různé přístupy k výuce anglické gramatiky –
induktivní a deduktivní. Deduktivní metoda se běžně využívá v tradiční výuce jazyka.
Žákům/studentům jsou nejprve podány metalingvistické informace o cílovém gramatickém
jevu, po kterých následuje jeho procvičování. Druhá metoda využívá induktivní uvažování –
žákům/studentům jsou poskytnuty texty, ve kterých se gramatický jev vyskytuje. Z těch pak
vytváří

hypotézy

ohledně

pravidel

týkajících

se

jeho

použití.

Práce

popisuje

kvaziexperimentální studii, která byla provedena s 25 českými gymnaziálními studenty
s cílem zjistit, který z přístupů je přínosnější. Dalším účelem studie je porovnání dat
z jazykového korpusu jakožto učebního materiálu oproti vymyšleným příkladovým větám
v jazykové učebnici. Práce si jako cílový jazykový jev vybrala neurčitý člen.
Teoretická část je rozdělena do několika sekcí. Začíná pojednáním o pravidlech použití
neurčitého členu a využívá u toho gramatiky A Comprehensive Grammar of the English
Language a Mluvnice současné angličtiny na pozadí češtiny jako hlavní zdroje. Druhá sekce
popisuje neurčitý člen jako lingvistický jev v rámci výuky angličtiny a osvojování druhého
jazyka. Dále probírá téma explicitnosti a implicitnosti v učení jazyka a znalostí o něm, stejně
tak jako roli a efektivnost instrukce v jazykové výuce. V sekci, která se soustředí na výuku
gramatiky, se práce zabývá především rozdíly mezi indukcí a dedukcí. Poslední kapitola
teoretické práce pojednává o jazykových korpusech a různými způsoby toho, jak je lze zařadit
do běžné výuky. Analytická část uvádí metodu kvaziexperimentální studie a její výsledky.
Statistická analýza ukázala, že studenti, kteří postupovali podle indukční metody, si vedli
značně lépe. Musíme však vzít v potaz sníženou interní validitu studie, která je způsobená jak
její kvaziexperimentální povahou, tak velikostí zkoumaného vzorku.

Klíčová slova: neurčitý člen, korpusy, dedukce, indukce, výuka anglického jazyka
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1. Introduction
For a learner in the Czech context of English Language Teaching, the category of definiteness
is among especially problematic phenomena. The Czech language does not express
(in)definiteness by articles – the nouns tend to be determined either implicitly by the word
order, or not at all, i.e. with the zero determiner. Thus, Czech learners often have difficulties
mastering a significantly different referential system with unfamiliar means of determination.
An approach to grammar explanation common in the Czech English Language classrooms
uses deduction as its basic principle: learners are presented with a set of rules accompanied
with examples of the particular linguistic feature, which they are subsequently instructed to
practise. However, rules can be induced in a reversed process, which invites learners to form
hypotheses themselves from provided textual evidence. The teacher may use either authentic
language materials, or invented texts to provide the linguistic input which illustrates the
linguistic feature.
The feature which is the main concern of this thesis is the indefinite article. The aim is to
compare the deductive method of grammar explanation with the inductive method that uses
language corpora as a resource of authentic language. The effectiveness of the approaches
will be determined in a quasi-experimental study conducted on 25 upper-intermediate Czech
secondary school students.
The first chapter of the theoretical part will provide a linguistic background on the use of the
indefinite article. In the following chapter, the indefinite article will be delimited as a
linguistic feature in the context of grammar explanation and ELT in general. Language
corpora and the possibilities to incorporate them into language classes are attended to in
chapter 4, which, similarly, addresses the issue of authentic materials in language teaching.
Although working with a small sample, the analytical part, which describes the quasiexperimental study, yields results which may prove to be beneficial for teaching practice in
terms of grammar explanation.
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2. The Indefinite Article
The indefinite article is a means of expressing reference, which identifies a linguistic or a
situational context of a noun phrase. Several types can be distinguished on the basis of the
character of the denotation: the denotate in generic reference is pronounced in a general
statement. If it is a single object that is being referred to, the reference is non-generic.
(EMSA). The possibility to establish the referent as uniquely identifiable in the shared context
of the speaker and the addressee indicates definite non-generic reference (CGEL). If the
referent cannot be identified in this manner, we speak of indefinite non-generic reference. The
indefinite article may be used to mark the generic and indefinite non-generic reference.
A more detailed division provided in chapters 2.1.1.1 – 2.1.1.8 combines the approach and
terminology of The Comprehensive Grammar of the English Language by Quirk et al. (1985)
with an electronic version of Mluvnice současné angličtiny na pozadí češtiny by Dušková et
al., which will also supplement the linguistic account with the Czech language background.
The historical origin of the indefinite article as the unstressed form of the numeral one renders
it compatible only with singular countable nouns (Huddleston and Pullum, 2002). It occurs in
two possible forms: a comes before the word that begins with a pronounced syllable, e.g. a
boy, a one-sided argument, a habit (EMSA) (CGEL). The form an comes before the word
that begins with a pronounced vowel, e.g. an attempt. Some words that are written with initial
h permit both forms of the article before them, depending on whether the h is pronounced or
not: the word historical, for example, allows both pronunciation with, or without the initial h1.
In words such as hour, honest, or honour the initial h is not pronounced. Therefore, the only
possible form of the indefinite article is an (CGEL).
The article comes before a noun or its premodification, if there is any, e.g. in a poor
conductor (ibid). Dušková adds several exceptions to this rule: the article occurs in
postposition with so, as, too and however that intensify the premodifying adjective (I
hesitated to make so a damaging statement), and also with any/no worse. The postposition is
not obligatory in the cases of rather and quite.

The vacillation emerges due to the nature of the first syllable – in the words such as hotel or historical, the
main stress is placed on other than the first syllable, producing reduction of the initial h sound, which is
consequently prone to becoming silent.
1
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The indefinite article is placed after what in exclamatory sentences and can similarly occur
after many in literary expressions such as many a man (ibid).

2.1.

Definiteness

The semantic and grammatical category of definiteness reflects the character of a noun phrase
in both linguistic and extra-linguistic context. A noun phrase can be identified as definite or
indefinite based on whether the referent is uniquely identifiable in a given context (definite)
or not (indefinite). The means for expressing definiteness in English are the articles and
several other determiners (EMSA).

2.1.1.The Indefinite Article as a Determiner
In English there are three kinds of article: definite the, indefinite a/an, and zero. Together they
form a subgroup in the class of determiners. Determiners are function words the main role of
which is to specify the reference of a particular noun phrase (Biber et al., 1999). They occur
before head nouns in noun phrases, and are, unlike premodifiers, obligatory (EMSA). We
distinguish three broad positional groups among determiners: predeterminers, central
determiners and postdeterminers. Together with demonstrative and possessive determiners,
the articles occupy the central position. (Biber et al., 1999)

2.1.1.1. Generic Reference
As it was noted earlier in chapter 2, the indefinite article is not compatible with other than
singular countable nouns. However, in generic use it refers to a whole class of entities rather
than to individual members. The contrast between plural and singular is consequently
neutralized, and similarly the distinction between definite and indefinite determination is not
as relevant as in other types of reference (Dušková, 1997) (CGEL).
All three forms of article (the, a/an, and zero) are permitted in generic use:
A bull terrier makes an excellent watchdog.
The bull terrier makes an excellent watchdog.
Bull terriers make excellent watchdogs. (CGEL: p. 281)
11

However, they cannot be in free variation. There are semantic and stylistic distinctions and
restrictions that need be discussed.
The indefinite article is the most limited of the three options. Compared to the definite article
in generic use, the indefinite article is more colloquial. The distinction between these is also
semantic: while the indefinite article is representative of any member of a class, the definite
article denotes the prototype within the class (ibid).
Another limitation of the indefinite article occurs in terms of the sentence part that its noun
phrase constitutes. The indefinite noun phrase retains the generic function in the subject
position, but, unlike the definite article and to a lesser degree the zero article, it tends to lose it
elsewhere:
Nora has been studying the medieval mystery play.

[1]

cf: Nora has been studying a medieval mystery play.

[2] (CGEL: p. 281)

Whereas the definite noun phrase expresses generic meaning (the medieval mystery play as a
genre), the indefinite article causes that the noun phrase in [2] refers to only one play.
Since the difference in number is neutralized in generic reference, the indefinite article cannot
be replaced with one. With the substitution, the meaning of the first example would shift
towards the reference of sentence [2] (cf. 2.1.1.3 and 2.1.1.4). But as the indefinite article
refers to any member of a class, a substitution by any is possible. This classification further
restricts the indefinite article “in that it cannot be used in attributing properties which belong
to the class or species as a whole” (ibid: p. 281):
The tiger is nearly extinct.
Tigers are nearly extinct.
* A tiger is nearly extinct. (CGEL: p. 282)
Dušková adds some other predicates with such attributing meaning, e.g. be rare, be
numerous, abound, decrease/increase etc. (EMSA, 3.32.1)
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2.1.1.2. Non-generic Indefinite Reference
A noun phrase has non-generic indefinite reference when it is used to denote an individual
entity, person or a thing. In order to be identified as indefinite, the entity that is being referred
to cannot be retrievable from the context or knowledge common for both the speaker and the
addressee. (CGEL)
Most frequently, the referent is being mentioned for the first time and “is assumed to be
unfamiliar to the speaker or hearer” (CGEL: p. 272):
John is growing a beard. (EMSA 3.32.31)
In this sentence there is no implication that the referent has any coreference with a previous
context. By contrast, the presence of the definite article would signal that the idea of John
growing a beard is established as already known.
Dušková et al. further state that the indefiniteness can be similarly given by the presence of
more than one potential referent in the situation, where the speaker intends to refer only to one
of them:
Take an apple. (EMSA, 3.32.31)
The sentence implies that there are more apples in the situation, and the hearer can choose any
of them (EMSA).
The non-generic indefinite reference can be further divided based on whether the referent is
specific or non-specific.

2.1.1.3. The Indefinite Article in Non-referring Uses
Quirk et al. note a strong association of the indefinite article and the complement function.
Here the indefinite article signals that noun phrase has a descriptive role, and does not refer to
a specific entity introduced into the discourse:
Paganini was a great violinist.

[1]

We found Lisbon to be a wonderful city.

[2] (CGEL: p. 273)
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In [1] and [2] the predicate classifies the referent as a member of a class/group. At the same
time the class/group includes more than one member in the particular situation. If the role of
the complement is unique, the indefinite article cannot be used:
Her husband is a surgeon.

[3] (CGEL: p. 276)

Maureen is (the) captain of the team.

[4] (CGEL: p. 276)2

When a non-specific singular referent is related to further in the text, the means of reference is
the indefinite pronoun one (cf. 2.1.1.4.):
I want to invite an actress. Can you suggest one? [5] (EMSA, 3.32.31)
The proform one which substitutes the referent implies that the speaker does not have any
particular person in mind. Without such reference, the meaning would be ambiguous.

2.1.1.4. The Indefinite Article in Non-generic Specific
Reference
The means of anaphoric reference for an indefinite singular referent in non-specific use is a
personal noun.
I want to invite an actress, but my wife doesn't like her. [1] (EMSA, 3.32.31)
(cf. [5] in 2.1.1.3)
This example illustrates that the speaker has a specific person in mind but did not introduce
them into the shared knowledge in the previous text.
Some sentences can be ambiguous without further specification. Quirk et al. give the
following example:
Leonard wants to marry a princess who speaks five languages. (CGEL: p. 273)
Due to the lack of context, we cannot determine whether the speaker refers to a specific
princess whom Leonard wants to marry (a specific referent), or to an imaginary, unspecific
notion that embodies Leonard’s unusual requirements for his future wife (non-referring use).

2

In such cases, the definite article alternates with the zero article. (CGEL)
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In the latter case, Czech has got an optional translation counterpart nějaký. The former
interpretation would, however, require determiners jeden, or alternatively jistý as obligatory
counterparts to mark the difference between referring and non-referring use. (EMSA)

2.1.1.5. The Indefinite Article and Modified Nouns
In some cases, modification can change a type of reference or definiteness of a noun phrase.
Nominal and adjectival modifiers do not usually have such effect:
She carried a suitcase.
cf: She carried a small leather suitcase. (EMSA, 3.32.32)
He is making progress.
He is making steady progress. (EMSA, 3.32.32)

For some abstract noncount nouns the determiner changes from the standard zero to indefinite
article with premodification or postmodification:
She felt impatience.
cf: She felt a certain impatience (EMSA, 3.32.32)
Quirk et al. suggest that this is due to the partitive effect that the article induces – the
indefinite article occurs when “the noun refers to a quality or other abstraction which is
attributed to a person” (CGEL: p. 297). Dušková adds that there are some (especially
semantic) restrictions as to which types of modifiers may be used with the indefinite article.
Adjectives expressing measure or time do not have this function:
I have perfect confidence in him.
Your work has always given complete satisfaction. (EMSA, 3.32.32)
However, this distribution is rather exceptional and cannot be interpreted as a general rule for
all abstract noncount nouns. Some of them do not permit the change of determination
irrespective of their modification, for example guidance, permission, progress recognition,
news information, weather, money, luck, fun, music etc. (EMSA, 3.32.32). Also the syntactic
function seems to matter: the nouns that function as adverbials in a sentence tend to retain the
zero article even if modified (EMSA):
15

They welcomed us with genuine pleasure. (EMSA, 3.32.32)
But even in this function the partitive effect may affect the determination. A general tendency
appears to be that the chance for the indefinite article to be acceptable becomes greater with
the increasing number of modifications:
She played the oboe with (a) charming sensitivity.
cf: She played the oboe with a sensitivity that delighted the critics. (CGEL: p. 287)

2.1.1.6. The Indefinite Article and Proper Nouns
As proper nouns are unique in their denotation, they – apart from the customary use of the
definite article before them (e.g. The Hague) – occur without a modification and lack the
article and number contrast. If reclassified as common nouns, they must be treated as such, so
that their reference and determination would reflect the linguistic or extra-linguistic context
(CGEL). The indefinite article applies in the following instances:
He doesn’t look like a Burton. (EMSA, 3.32.51)
The indefinite article is used with the surname when there are more members in the group of
family members with the surname Burton. Thus the sentence can be reinterpreted as He
doesn’t look like a member of the Burton family. (EMSA)
Personal names can be also preceded by the indefinite article when they denote a person
having the identical surname or having the same character features as a particular person of
the name (EMSA):
He is not a Mozart.

[1] (EMSA, 3.32.51)

I knew a John Lennon, but not the famous one.

[2] (CGEL: p. 289)

Is there a Miranda in your class?

[3] (EMSA, 3.32.51)3

The indefinite article occurs before a noun whose modifier delimits a particular character
feature of the noun (the vision of a new Canada, a rainy Sunday4 , EMSA, 3.32.54).

3

Examples [2] and [3] show that differences of reference apply to reclassified proper nouns as well: whereas the
speaker in sentence [2] refers to a specific person, the other in [3] asks whether there is a person having the name
(a non-specific referent). Example [1] is descriptive in its character and the noun as the subject complement has a
classifying function (non-specific referent).
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2.1.1.7. Vacillation in the Use of the Indefinite article
It is unusual for the context of a noun phrase to permit more types of determination for one
referent in the same situation.

In some cases, however, it is the speaker’s subjective

viewpoint that affects the determination (EMSA):
At a/the speed of sixty miles per hour (EMSA, 3.32.7)
The indefinite version interprets the speed as one among many others, whereas the definite
noun phrase refers to the speed as the only one of its kind.
Noun phrases can be ambiguous in reference. In the following instances both cataphoric
(definite) reference and first mention are appropriate:
Only that I have an impression that she depends a great deal on that doctor. (BNC5)
cf: She had the impression that he was doing his best to avoid her.
(Araneum Anglicum Maius)
The determination of nouns that have both countable and noncount meaning is
context-dependent. If such noun is understood as countable, general rules for countable nouns
apply:
All chocolate bars and snacks were wrapped in paper, as I recall.
(Araneum Anglicum Maius)
Yep ... I’m going to write a paper and get some hopeless fools to follow me and make
me internet famous. (Araneum Anglicum Maius)
Determination also vacillates in more or less fixed expressions, such as throw (a) new light on
and take (a) pride in (EMSA 3.32.7).

2.1.1.8. The Indefinite Article and the Numeral One
Due to its historical development from the unstressed form of the numeral one (Old English
ān), the indefinite article partly retained its numerical and quantifying function in some
4

Days of the week may occur with the indefinite article even if they are not modified. The meaning does not
include a reference to a specific day: He left on a Sunday (CGEL, p. 289).
5
Data cited herein have been extracted from the British National Corpus, distributed by the University of Oxford
on behalf of the BNC Consortium. All rights in the texts cited are reserved.
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contexts up to Present-Day English. The relation is evident in expressions such as a hundred,
a dozen, a quarter etc., or in measure phrases such as half an hour, ten dollars a day, once a
week (CGEL: p. 274).
In coordinate constructions, the indefinite article can be substituted by one for an emphatic
effect:
a mile or two
cf: one or two miles (CGEL: p. 274)
Some other constructions that exhibit the numerical function of the article include one at a
time , at a blow , at a draught, in a word, we were of a mind, of an age , she didn't shed a
tear , don't say a word about it and some proverbs, such as Birds of a feather flock together
and A stitch in time saves nine (EMSA, 3.3)
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3. The Indefinite Article and ELT
The use of the indefinite article has been described in linguistic terms as a part of English
morphology. In TEFL it becomes a target feature of a foreign language – one of many units in
a complex system. Teaching languages logically stems from various viewpoints and attitudes
towards functions of a language in general, and thus it would be inaccurate to state that the
only aim of language learning is to master the target language and use it correctly. In the
history of language teaching, a plethora of methods has developed with the goal to facilitate
that learning takes place, and that a learner becomes fluent in the target language. Individual
methods stress various aspects of a language and operate on the basis of sundry forms of
classroom behaviour. A deciding variable whose criteria are not always in conformity with
teachers’ beliefs is the education system.
The English article system is problematic for a Czech learner. An article is a new concept
which a learner can only hardly relate to their knowledge of Czech determiners: while English
has various means for expressing determination of nouns, in Czech explicit determination is
only obligatory unless the definiteness of the noun is clearly identifiable in the context
(Cvrček et al., 2015). There are several explicit means of determination that approximate the
function of an article in English: the demonstrative pronoun ten in the prenominal position,
the indefinite pronoun nějaký, and the numeral jeden. These, however, prevail in colloquial
language (Ibid).
In the Czech Republic the framework educational programmes recommend English as the
first foreign language taught in elementary schools. The addition of the first foreign language
is compulsory in the third year of study; therefore, most Czech English language learners
becomes acquainted with the language at the age of 9 or 10 (Coubalová, A., 2005). They are
usually exposed to the articles and their basic distribution in early stages of learning; more
advanced rules are introduced later in the process, when the learners are expected to have
acquired a more complex understanding of the language.
The potential manners in which a learner encounters a language form in the classroom may
vary according to the methods implemented by the teacher, the structure of the syllabus, or the
national standard established by the Ministry of Education. The issues of how the second
language is acquired, what processes lead to successful learning and acquisition, and what a
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teacher can do to facilitate learning have been the key issues of SLA research in the past
decades.

3.1.

Implicit and Explicit Learning in SLA

A learner can acquire knowledge of the second language only accidentally, without noticing
that learning has taken place. They may, although unconsciously, be capable of using certain
structures correctly without metalinguistic awareness, or without their attention having been
previously drawn to them. It is possible that the learner could, if asked to, verbalize
implications and outline a scheme of potential rules, drawing from their experience with the
distribution of the structure. These may not be in correspondence with the actual distribution,
revealing a gap in the learner’s knowledge. It can as well be the case that a learner, although
having been acquainted with an explicit rule, makes mistakes in its application.
The processes that underlie such behavioral responses (i.e. correct or incorrect use of a
structure based on whether a learner is familiar the rules or not) are implicit and explicit
learning. The idea of such dichotomy stems from the presumption that there exist multiple
separate systems of learning. The questions of whether this division can be made, whether
there is only one system that produces different learning outcomes, and what mechanisms are
involved in processes of learning have been a matter of ongoing debate in the research of
cognitive psychology and cognitive neuroscience (Ellis, R., 2009).
A seminal study, which led to classified implicit learning in opposition to explicit learning,
was conducted by Reber (1976), who employed artificial grammar to generate letter strings
that the subjects were instructed to learn. He discovered that in further stages of the study,
they were able to unconsciously discover underlying regularities from the information they
memorized. What is also important, after deciding whether individual strings are grammatical
or non-grammatical, they could not explain their reasoning. Thus Reber (1976: p. 93) defined
implicit learning as “a primitive process of apprehending structure by attending to frequency
cues” and explicit learning as “a more explicit process whereby various mnemonics,
heuristics, and strategies are engaged to induce a representational system”6. There was yet
much controversy as to the validity of the definitions, with many subsequent studies arguing
Implicit learning therefore accounts for behavioural responses common in the classroom, where a learner is not
conscious of active participation in the process of creating the structure, commenting the response in a sense that
“it feels right”.
6
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against the multiple system, questioning especially the role of consciousness in the process of
implicit learning (Ellis, R., 2009).
Similar disagreement occurred in SLA research. The distinction between implicit language
acquisition, a sub-conscious process whereby grammatical rules are produced from
comprehensive input, and learning, a conscious verbalization of grammatical rules, was made
by Stephen Krashen (1982), who perceived two types as completely separate, denying any
possibilities of interconnection. According to his input hypothesis, just as small children
acquire their L1 naturally through interaction with their surroundings, learners can acquire L2
from comprehensive input7. In reaction to Krashen’s hypothesis, SLA researchers began to
address the role of awareness in implicit learning, arguing that noticing structures cannot
operate with null awareness. (Ellis, R., 2009).
Although there are many views opposing the implicit/explicit distinction, the idea of separate
learning processes has not been abandoned. Instead the research shifted towards the ideas of
how to utilize existing findings in L2 teaching and instruction, and under which circumstances
it is more effective to aim towards implicit or explicit learning. As DeKeyser (2003) points
out, the body of research that would analyze specific language structures in this respect is
rather modest. Still, the studies show that implicit learning may be especially useful in
acquiring more complex structures. These may be difficult to understand for many learners
without explicit instruction, but still implicit learning was proved to be advantageous to
acquisition (more on the role of instruction in SLA in 2.3). A similarly important variable is
learners’ age. A child appears to experience a continuous shift from implicit towards explicit
learning. Unlike small children, adults and older children are usually faster in L2 learning and
use analytical reasoning. They also rely more on their knowledge of L1 and are able to
perceive differences between their L1 and L2 (ibid).

3.2.

Implicit and Explicit Knowledge about L2

Examples of different learning outcomes given in chapter 3.1 open the question of whether
explicit learning can result in implicit knowledge. Children are able to acquire complex
Comprehensible input is language input which a learner can understand, but is slightly above their abilities.
The aim of using comprehensible input is to facilitate L2 acquisition that is built up on already acquired
knowledge.
7
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grammatical structures of their mother tongue through meaningful language input. They learn
from the context through experience with the use of language, rather than from explicit rules.
Acquisition is therefore implicit, and so is their knowledge about the language (Ellis, N.,
2008). Later in the process, explicit knowledge is beneficial for the systematization of
acquired knowledge8. In SLA, one of the key goals, apart from determining what actually
constitutes linguistic knowledge, is how it develops in the process of learning.
Rod Ellis (2009) provided several criteria, which can help distinguish explicit and implicit
knowledge. Based on extensive research findings, he proposes that they are two
neurologically separate systems. Implicit knowledge is based on intuition, whereas explicit
knowledge is a conscious process. Implicit knowledge operates with underlying structures
created from the memorized input, which may not correspond to the L1 language rules and
may lead to overgeneralization. In unplanned output, it is accessed without attention. Explicit
knowledge comprises a set of facts similar to encyclopaedic knowledge: it is often imprecise,
but it can gain complexity with learners’ advancement in L2. The access to explicit
knowledge is often slower, as it requires conscious reasoning. However, automatization can
be achieved through practice. It has been similarly found that the capacity to acquire implicit
knowledge

is

limited,

while

explicit

knowledge

is

“learnable

at

any

age”

(Bialystok, 1994: p. 566; Ellis, R., 2009).
Various methods of L2 teaching emerged from the distinction of two types of knowledge and
their perceived importance, operating on implicit/explicit dichotomy rather than on the idea of
these as the poles of a continuum. For instance, Krashen (1982) substantiated his view on the
importance of implicit learning and knowledge arguing against one of such methods, namely
grammar-translation method, which is based mainly on rule-governed learning. Learners of
this method may master explicit grammar rules but tend to perform poorly in natural
conversation. Krashen suggested that explicit knowledge should only provide corrective
feedback on the output (ibid) (Ellis N., 2008).
Nick Ellis (2008) argues that especially adult L2 learners cannot acquire the language on
purely implicit basis, inasmuch as their L1 acquisition preconditions the way in which they

Ellis, N. (2008) illustrates this difference by Gleason’s Wug Test, which demonstrates that children acquire
morphological rules implicitly. A small child is able to assign the right plural form to a noun without knowing
explicit rules, whereas older children use their metalinguistic insight in explanation.
8
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will learn L2. Additional explicit knowledge is therefore necessary to distinguish the different
systems of L1 and L2. In teaching practice, the crucial questions which necessarily follow this
presumption are which kind of knowledge should be focused on when attending to particular
aspects of language, and at which stage of learning it is advantageous to develop implicit or
explicit knowledge. Although current research evidence points to the dichotomy of implicit
and explicit knowledge (Ellis, R., 2009), trends in TEFL have been shifting towards less polar
approaches, preferring balanced curriculum that promotes interaction between the two
systems.

3.3.

Second Language Instruction

In broad terms, instruction is “any attempt to promote language learning by manipulating the
mechanisms of learning and/or conditions under which these operate” (De Graaff and Housen,
2009). Any such external intervention can be defined within a wide range of didactic,
pedagogical or psychological theories and methods, and, naturally, includes numerous
strategies

and

activities chosen

as

to

their

suitability

for

specific

learning

environments. Instruction can vary in dependence on its focus, such as the type of learning it
should induce (explicit or implicit), or emphasis on one specific form as opposed to broader
communicative context. Based on Klein’s (1986) and Ellis’s (1994) theories of what elements
comprise a successful SLA, De Graaff and Housen conclude that both instructed and noninstructed learners follow the same path of development, that instruction can accelerate the
rate of acquisition, and that the overall level of proficiency and language accuracy is higher
with instructed learners (De Graaff and Housen, 2009).
There were also proponents of the “non-interventionist view” (popular especially in the
1980’s), who did not believe that instruction could have any positive effect9 on L2
acquisition. They claimed that the processes leading to language acquisition are identical for
both mother tongue and L2, and therefore a learner can acquire L2 naturally only by exposure
to comprehensible input. Krashen, for instance, proposed that the mechanisms through which
any language is acquired are universal for any learner. Assuming that learning is incidental,
instruction in the form of metalinguistic information or corrective feedback could even be a
where “effect” means “any observable change in learner’s outcome that can be attributed to an instructional
intervention” (De Graaf and Housen, 2009: p. 727)
9
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hindrance to successful L2 acquisition (Krashen, 1982; Ahmadi and Housen, 2009). Those
who advocate the interventionist view, by contrary, see L2 instruction as beneficial for the
majority of learners, and even crucial when there is a little exposure of the target language
outside the learning environment, or with the learners who are not capable of following the
“natural” path of acquisition, such as adult learners (more discussion of this topic in chapters
3.1 and 3.2). It is as well possible that learner would not understand more complicated
structures or did not notice them, in which cases research proved instruction as useful (Norris
and Ortega, 2000). Nowadays, the beneficial role of instruction is generally accepted
(Ellis, R. 2009).

3.3.1.Form-Focused Instruction
Instruction is commonly divided into two basic types: Meaning-Focused (MFI) and
Form-Focused Instruction (FFI). Whereas “meaning-learners” primarily pay attention to the
message, i.e. the meaning of what is being communicated, FFI involves any activity in which
learners’ attention is drawn to a linguistic form (Ellis, R., 2001). “Form”, however, does not
refer only to grammatical structures, but also the (semantic) meanings they realize
(Ellis, R., 2002), “lexical items, phonological features”, or even “sociolinguistic and
pragmatic features of language” (Ahmadi and Housen, 2009: p. 138) (Housen and Pierrard,
2005; Spada, 1997). As the thesis aims to analyze one isolated linguistic feature (in this
respect, the indefinite article and its meaning in use), it will further refer solely to FFI and
sub-branches of F2 instruction research related to it.

3.3.1.1. Focus on Form versus Focus on FormS
There is a number of ways how FFI can be conceptualized. In terms of the manner in which
linguistic forms are encountered in the course of learning, Long (1991) came with two
approaches named “Focus on Form” and Focus on FormS”. In focus-on-form instruction,
learners’ attention is drawn to a linguistic form as it emerges from the communicative context.
In a FFI-based/informed syllabus, language is perceived as a tool for communication. The
emphasis is put on the meaning of the message; a linguistic form is therefore attended to only
incidentally, when there is a need for explanation. Traditional approaches to grammar
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teaching and synthetic, structural syllabi commonly rest on “Focus on FormS” approach,
where individual forms are addressed in a pre-given sequence (Ellis, R., 2012b). Such
structure can be seen in the majority of language textbooks, and usually reflects a standard
curricular plan, determining which language forms should be learnt at a certain level of
language proficiency. Instruction intentionally draws learners’ attention to a form and
provides them with explicit rules (ibid). Both approaches offer corrective feedback when a
learner fails to use the target form correctly. However, in real-life teaching situations, the
approaches often interact, and not every purpose always results as planned.
Spada and Lightbown (2008) provide a distinction similar to FonF versus FonFS, where so
called “integrated FFI” includes attention to form in the meaning/content-based teaching,
while “Isolated FFI” can constitute two completely separate strands in a syllabus. This
distinguishes isolated FFI from FonF and FonFS, both of which can be integrated into
primarily communication-based syllabus. (Ellis, R., 2012)

3.3.1.2. Implicit versus Explicit FFI
Spada defined FFI as "any pedagogical effort which is used to draw the learner's attention to
language form either explicitly or implicitly". The distinction between implicit and explicit
instruction goes along with Long’s FonF and FonFS distinction. The important difference
between implicit and explicit instruction is that implicit instruction only attracts attention to
the linguistic features, whereas explicit instruction directs learner’s attention to language form
and uses metalinguistic rules and commentaries. It also requires that a learner develop some
kind of “metalinguistic awareness” about the form (De Graaff and Housen, 2009; Ellis, R.,
2012b). In their seminal meta-analysis of forty-nine studies that analyzed effects of explicit
and implicit types of instruction, Norris and Ortega (2000) found that explicit types showed
significantly better results than implicit ones.

3.3.2. Inductive and Deductive Grammar Explanation
Another aspect where the implicit and explicit distinction comes into play when a learner
encounters a language feature is the process of learning the rules of its usage. There are two
directions in which the instruction can proceed: in deductive grammar instruction, learners are
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provided with explicit metalinguistic information about a target structure, which is followed
by (usually contextualized) practice activities. The lesson therefore “progresses from the
general (the rule) to particulars (examples in a drill)” (Herron and Tomasello, 1992: p. 708).
In inductive grammar explanation, learners see the particular first: from a number of examples
exhibiting the target pattern in context, they should form hypotheses and generalisations about
the rule themselves. In the process of inductive reasoning, the leaner stores a series of specific
instances and forms a general law (Brown, 1994). The explanation may or may not follow
after the learning has taken place (Erlam, R., 2003). However, a situation that might occur in
inductive grammar explanation is that learners might not understand a feature correctly.
Therefore, it is important that the teacher provide feedback (for example in the form of
subsequent practise) (Herron and Tomasello, 1992).
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4. Corpora in ELT
The growing influence of corpus-based approach in linguistic research is undeniable. Corpuslinguistics has gained such prominence that it has now been a part of mainstream linguistic
education. As Leech (1997: p. 9) proposes, corpus-based analysis can be highly beneficial “in
virtually all branches of linguistics or language learning”. A language corpus is a collection of
spoken and written texts, now commonly available in electronic form. More specifically,
corpora were created “for linguistic research with the aim of making statements about a
particular language variety” (Biber et al., 1998: p.4). A great strength of corpus-based analysis
is the size of the data available, in that a linguistic form can be examined within a relatively
large sample of occurrences and in numerous different contexts – the results are thus more
objective and can confirm or refute hypotheses of individual researchers. In this respect
McEnery and Xiao mention the contribution of corpora to the accuracy of dictionaries, which
would otherwise rely on “intuitions of individual lexicographers, which are not always
reliable” (McEnery and Xiao, 2010: p. 365).
However widespread might the impact of corpora be in the linguistic research, its use in
linguistic and language education is limited. So far, it has reached only the sphere of tertiary
education, especially language research departments. On the contrary, “in secondary
education and general ELT classes […], computer corpora are still conspicuously absent”
(Kaltenböck and Mehlmauer-Larcher, 2005: p. 66). In general, the gap between abundant
research on the possibilities how corpora could be beneficial in ELT10 and their incorporation
into actual language classrooms has not so far been bridged.
The pioneer of corpus-based learning was Tim Johns. He stressed the direct use of corpora
and the importance of the concordancer in the language classroom with the use of KWIC11
view, which enables learners to see textual examples of a target feature in a column situated in
the middle of the page, so that it is displayed within the context of a sentence (Johns, 1991).
His DDL (data-driven learning) involves “a shift in the traditional division of roles between
student and teacher”: the teacher “has to learn to become a director and coordinator of
Among many others, Studies in Corpus Linguistics of John Benjamins Publishing Company comprise several
publications discussing practical possibilities of application of corpora into L2 classroom, or From Corpus to
Classroom, 2007, which offers an accessible comprehensive account summarizing recent studies in corpus
linguistics and similarly presents a new perception of language and language teaching based on the need of
authentic data.
11
Keyword-in-context
10
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student-initiated research”, who only provides access to the data and corrective feedback in
order to check whether learning has taken place. Learners can either work with the
concordancer themselves, or use printed (and, if needed, selected) concordance lines (ibid).

That DDL has not seen much success in mainstream education might be due to the fact that it
destabilises the traditional role of the teacher. The method is, however, a pole of a continuum
of the ways how corpora could change L2 learning. Some of the approaches that are similarly
on the “active-use” scale usually even interfere with the idea of a conservative syllabus and
regard it as insufficient; they promote a transformation of the way how language should be
perceived and taught. Innovative syllabi created according to this view require that lexis and
grammar not be taught as two separate strands of curriculum – instead they should be seen as
interconnected12 (McEnery and Xiao, 2005). The promotion of more lexis-centred curricula
stems from the idea that “generalizations on the structure of language tell us little about how
people actually use the language, and consequently how a language really is [...]; it is only
when we come to investigate a language from samples of millions of words of running text
that we can really begin to understand how words and structures behave and interact”.
(Tucker, 1998: p. 3). Another advantage of corpora in language education following Tucker’s
argumentation is that it shows language in actual use. As Maddalena (2001) explains,
authentic language input stimulates real-life use of language with learners than examples
invented by a teacher (Al Saeed and Waly, 2009)13.

Corpora can as well enhance language learning in more conservative syllabi in the form of
occasional activities or when attending to grammatical patterns that are especially problematic
(e.g. the use of articles) (Johns, 1991). Learners can either induce the rules of use themselves,
or only see how a certain linguistic form behaves in different contexts to consolidate their

13

The issue of authenticity in foreign language learning has a long and complicated history. Only debate on the
definition of what comprises an authentic text far transcends the language learning context. As Breen suggests:
“The language lesson is an event wherein all four elements – content, learner, learning and classroom – each
provide their own relative criteria concerning what might be authentic. Within the lesson, a balance needs to be
maintained […] between different and sometimes contradictory criteria for authenticity” (Breen, 1985: p. 61).
Gilmore (2007) summarized nine definitions of what authenticity relates to, two of them being relevant in
connection with the authentic language input that corpora should provide: “the language produced by native
speakers for native speakers in a particular language community“ and “the language produced by a real
speaker/writer for a real audience, conveying a real message” (Gilmore, 2007: 98). Thus, it is disputable whether
an example sentence invented by a native teacher can be considered authentic, since it could be influenced by
their personal idiosyncrasies or by “school English” (Mindt, 1996), i.e. rather artificial language that does not
reflect real-life use. The advantage of corpus in this respect is that it can refute these idiosyncrasies. Learners
also encounter a greater variety of ways language operates in real use.
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knowledge. Moreover, a learner can also implicitly acquire language collocations, which are
commonly presented only in advanced stages of learning. Moreover, language corpora are
now accessible in a user-friendly form – although not all software is available for learners,
teachers can make use of online corpora14. A possible disadvantage for the learners that have
limited experience with corpora is the large number of search results. In such cases, the
teacher can simplify the search results: for instance, select suitable examples and provide
them in a printed form, so that the learners would not be overwhelmed with the amount of
linguistic patterns (Al Saeed, Waly, 2009). A similar complication might occur with the
learners whose language competence is not sufficient enough to overcome the barrier of the
grammatical patterns and lexis they have not encountered. If the content of the search results
is unknown to learners for the most part, it will most likely distract them to such an extent
they will not pay attention to the target form or recognize the context of its use. For this
reason, “hands-on” use of corpora might not be as suitable for lower-level learners.
That corpora have not yet found their way to mainstream education might be due to
restrictions that inhibit their active use, such as a general lack of training of teachers in
corpus-based teaching, or curricular requirements interfering with the fact that working with
corpora is generally more time-consuming than deductive learning (McEnery and Xiao, 2005;
Breyer, 2009). For these reasons, corpora have been mostly used only indirectly, be it in
reference publishing, teaching materials or language testing. Nowadays most dictionaries are
corpus-based, benefiting from the metadata on varieties of language and social variables of
the speakers, as well as the high frequency of word forms. Similarly, corpus-based grammars,
the most influential being Longman Grammar of Spoken and Written English, can eliminate
biases in non-corpus-based grammars (McEnery and Xiao, 2005). Last but not least, there has
been an increase in number of language teaching materials informed by language corpora15.
The fact that at least some English language textbooks are based on corpus-analysis shows
that there are tendencies to solve the problem of “textbook English” – “a kind of school
English which does not seem to exist outside the foreign language classroom” (Mindt, 1996:
232).

See, for example, http://www.corpus.byu.edu/
Among these, for example, language teaching materials published by Cambridge University Press, which use
Cambridge International Corpus and Cambridge Learner Corpus as referential material.
(http://www.cambridge.org/us/cambridgeenglish/better-learning/deeper-insights/linguisticspedagogy/cambridge-english-corpus)
14
15
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5. Quasi-experimental Study: Introduction
The empirical part of the thesis will present the method and findings of a quasi-experimental
study, which was conducted with 25 Czech secondary-school students in their English
lessons. The purpose of the study was to investigate the effectiveness of an inductive, corpusbased approach to teaching grammar in ELT classroom as opposed to a more traditional
deductive presentation of grammar rules. The study was incorporated into the groups’ FFIbased syllabus. The participants receiving inductive instructional treatment were told that they
would proceed as usual, but with the enhancement in the form of a different type of material
and a method that they were not used to.
The indefinite article was chosen as the target form. The indefinite article in generic reference
was excluded from the study, as it would require explanation of other types of article (more
on English articles in generic reference in chapter 2.1.1.1). The aim was to determine whether
explicit knowledge acquired inductively will facilitate clearer understanding of the target
linguistic pattern in authentic English texts. Explicit knowledge is basically assembled from
many pieces of information collected in the process of learning. Learners, however, do not
always understand them correctly, and the memorized facts may sometimes “be in conflict
with each other” (Ellis, R., 2006: 95). Therefore, the study pursues to investigate whether the
approach that makes learners consider the context where a target pattern occurs and actively
involves them in forming their own representations reduces the probability of such confusion.
The research question is formulated as follows:
How are the scores of Czech learners of English affected by explicit instructional treatments
that differ in emphasising deduction and induction to explain the use of the indefinite article?
The answer to this question will be sought in a statistical analysis of the scores reached in the
pretest and posttest.

5.1.

Participants

The study involved a total of 25 learners aged 17–18, who formed two groups (n1=10; n2=15).
The division into the groups was pre-given: all the participants were in the same year but
enrolled into different study programmes. The experimental group was in year 7 of the
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eight-year study programme and the control group attended year 3 of the four-year study
programme. All learners were Czech and had Czech as their L1.
Group 1 was chosen as experimental and Group 2 as the control group. The reasons for the
division were of purely practical nature: the treatment of the experimental group was planned
to be constituted of a ninety-minute session, i.e. two lessons of the normal length. None of
timetables included two consecutive English lessons, and therefore reordering was needed.
Since Group 2 was comprised of students from two different classes with different timetables,
deductive approach was chosen for them, as it did not interfere with their usual schedule.
As the participants were to analyse unmodified corpus data, their language proficiency should
be high enough, so that they would benefit from the corpus-based approach (more on this
topic in chapter 4). Both groups in the penultimate year were ranked as the most advanced
within the year based on the placement test. Their level, according to the CEFR, is B1–B2.
All participants were using the same textbook; they were progressing at a similar pace and
according to the same curricular plan. Originally, the final year students had been chosen to
participate in the study, however, about a third of them had passed FCE and CAE exams and
already had had knowledge above the level of their curricular plan.
Because effects of gender and age on the participants’ performance were not part of the
research question, their significance in the overall results was not subject to statistical
analysis. All personal data were anonymized.

5.2.

Materials

The control group received conventional instruction using Maturita Solutions: UpperIntermediate textbook, while the experimental group was navigated through prepared corpusbased materials. The search results for the corpus-based tasks were selected and ordered into
the sections in a way that the rules induced from the example sentences would at least roughly
correspond with the rules in the textbook. The study could not interfere with the requirements
of the syllabus, and therefore we had to make sure that each participant regardless of a group
has the same explicit output knowledge about the use of the indefinite article.
The data for corpus-based tasks in the tests and the materials for the instructional treatment
were gathered from two online corpora: BNC and Araneum Anglicum Maius. These corpora
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were selected since they are both freely accessible via a user-friendly web interface (Araneum
Anglicum Maius was accessed at kontext.korpus.cz). In case the participants are eager to try
using them actively after the study, they are quite easily manageable and therefore suitable for
novice learners. BNC provides samples of present-day British English and contains both
spoken and written texts. Considering the participants’ level of proficiency, the search was
restricted to exclude political and academic texts.
To reduce the probability that the texts would be too difficult for the participants, all the
possibly troublesome words in the selected texts were searched for in the English Vocabulary
Profile16 to verify that they do not belong to a level of CEFR higher than B2. Naturally, the
fact that a word is mostly known by B2-level learners does not warrant that our participants
will be familiar with it. Texts containing more advanced expressions were included only in
the corpus-based handout administered to the experimental group, where the participants
could work in pairs and ask for clarification.
Each participant had some experience with the English article system, as the articles are one
of the first linguistic forms that a (Czech) learner encounters. The pretest (see APPENDIX A)
allowed us to determine whether the groups are homogenous in terms of their knowledge of
the rules. It also contained one gap-fill task more than the posttest to see whether the
participants were able to apply their knowledge of the rules in the text. Since this task
(Úloha 0, APPENDIX A) was not included in the posttest, it was not subject to a statistical
analysis. Pretest and posttest were comparable in terms of design but (except the true/false
task mentioned in the next paragraph) no test items were repeated to ensure that the validity of
the results was not influenced by the participants’ memory.
The true/false task (Task 1 in both pretest and posttest, Úloha 1, APPENDIX A and B) was
comprised of six statements about the articles from the grammar section in the online
Cambridge Dictionary. The purpose of the task was to determine whether the participants had
at least a basic knowledge of articles, as well as to ensure that no teacher/instructor-induced
errors emerged during the instructional treatment. All other tasks used corpus data and were
of open-question type. In Task 3, participants were instructed to provide an explanation for
the use of the indefinite article in 9 short texts. Task 4 asked for the interpretation of a
sentence based on the presence of either the indefinite or definite article.

16

Accessible at http://vocabulary.englishprofile.org/staticfiles/about.html
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Concordance-based printout (see APPENDIX C) designated for the experimental group
included 6 sections representing individual rules, each containing 5 to 6 short model texts
(more on the content of the handout in chapter 5.3).

The target feature on which the

participants should focus was always in bold.

5.3.

Pre-editing and Modification of Data

The time frame of the study was only limited, and therefore the participants could not be
given any special training in terms of hands-on use of a corpus. Because they had not been
familiar with the concept of corpora as such and would therefore have to face the barrier of an
unknown material design, prepared printouts with corpus data were opted for as the middle
ground between the active use of corpora and working with concocted model sentences.
Boulton (2010: p. 534) suggests to “eliminate the computer out of equation by using prepared
materials on paper” at least in the early stage of DDL, when learners only get acquainted with
the corpus data.
To avoid any possible distractions, the texts had to be modified visually to resemble the
conventional material design that the participants were used to. Presenting them with
concordance lines beginning in the middle of a sentence could only confuse and irritate them
without previous experience with corpora. For this reason, it is a common practice of the
authors of corpus-informed textbooks to adapt corpus texts (McCarthy, 2004). Moreover, the
traditional visual design was especially important in the tests (also mostly based on corpus
data), since they were administered to all participants including the members of the control
group, who did not encounter corpus-based materials anywhere except the testing.
The KWIC view was similarly not convenient for the layout of the tests and the handout,
insofar as each short text required specific, usually larger immediate context than that
available in a concordance line. For instance, model texts representing “per-each” rule (see
section 5 in APPENDIX C) mostly required one word on the right to provide sufficient
context for a leaner to induce the rule, while the context in examples of “first-mention” rule
(see section 1, APPENDIX C) had to be adjusted in each text, depending on how many
sentences were sufficient for the text to be representative and unambiguous.
Another issue that needed to be addressed was the correspondence of the rule sections in the
corpus-based handout to the rules that were given by the textbook. The grammar section
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describes the use of the indefinite article in six statements, followed by one to two model
sentences:

We use the indefinite article a/an
1. When we say what something is or what it is like
What’s that? It’s a smartphone.
2. When we say what somebody’s job is
My sister is a flight attendant.
3. When we mention something for the first time
I’ve got a new bike.
4. When we mean any example of something
Is there a bank near here?
5. To mean per or for each
My brother earns 100 pounds a week.
The bus was travelling at 50 kilometres an hour.

It appears that the textbook tries to make the non-referring use of the indefinite article more
accessible for learners. It indeed is a category that is the most diverse (more on non-referring
use in chapter 2.1.1.3). I did not find statements 1 and 4 especially clarifying on their own,
and therefore merged them into one section that comprised the sentences where the referent
was nonanimate, and where the sentence contained copular verbs or the existential
construction.
I also added one more statement:
- when we refer to non-specific people, animals or things
If you feel sad, go and read a book.
I have always wanted to date a famous person, but I have never even seen one.

This rule should cover the rest of the non-specific referents, which cannot be considered
“examples of something”, or the sentence of which does not define their identity.
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Finally, I decided to modify statement 3 and add that
- “we use the indefinite article when we want to say that somebody belongs to a group of
people”:
I love being an online student.
He is a good friend.

5.4.

Procedures

The study was planned to be conducted over a three- to four-week period depending on the
time when individual groups reached the lesson containing the rules on the target pattern. The
pretest was to be administered approximately a week before the instructional treatment; the
posttest was planned to be administered in the lesson following the treatment. The treatment
was organized as a usual 45-minute lesson in the control group, where the participants
proceeded as they were used to using the textbook. The experimental group received the
instructional treatment of two consecutive English lessons (90 minutes in total).

The

sequence of the sessions was as follows: pretest → instructional treatment → posttest. Due to
unexpected extra-curricular activities and other reasons (such as not enough students coming
to the class and consequent stalling of the progress), the interval between the pretest and the
treatment was longer than expected. However, no progress was made in terms of the syllabus.
Posttests were administered as planned.

5.4.1.Pretest and Posttest
The pretest was a pen-and-paper test. The instructions were written in Czech. The participants
were allowed to use either Czech or English so as to facilitate as clear explanations and
understanding as possible. 17
First fifteen minutes were reserved for the introduction of the project and the instruction. The
participants were given 30 minutes to complete the test but most of them finished after 15–20
minutes. They were instructed to complete Task 1 first and not to return to it later. This was

17

The emphasis was not put on the output but rather on their reasoning, hence the choice to write the instruction
in Czech and the permission to opt for the language in which the participants feel more comfortable.
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due to the presumption that if they discovered that the pretest was designed to test their ability
to use the indefinite article, it could have an impact on their answers in Task 1. The same
instruction applied to Task 3 with a similar premise. It was especially important not to allow
the participants to complete Task 4 before Task 3 or revise Task 3 after the completion of
Task 4, since the texts in Task 4 also appeared in Task 3. For these reasons Tasks 1, 3, and 4
were printed on separate pages. The posttest followed the same procedure, except that it
contained one exercise less.

5.4.2.Instructional Treatment
As the control group received the deductive grammar explanation using the (modified) rules
in the textbook (see chapter 5.3 for the alterations), the session did not require as much time
as the instructional treatment in the experimental group. The instruction followed the
procedure common in the class: while the rules were being explained, the participants were
writing down additional notes in their textbooks next to the model sentences. The notes are
also part of the usual lesson and serve them as a studying material for tests. The instruction
was in the Czech. The participants could ask for clarification at any time.
The experimental group was administered the corpus-based printed handouts. The participants
were allowed to work in pairs and speak Czech. Each learner received a separate handout to
write the rules and their notes into. Out of 90 minutes, approximately 45 minutes were
reserved for the participants to form their hypotheses (7 minutes for each rule) about
individual sections of texts and 45 minutes to the instruction and corrective feedback. To
avoid possible confusion and have control over the time plan, each of the 6 sections was
followed by immediate feedback. The findings were summarized at the end of the session.
The participants’ hypotheses were arrived at as follows:
“First mention” was chosen as Rule 1, since it was presumed that the participants would have
been mostly familiar with it. Most of the learners labelled the section as “we mention the
thing or the person for the first time”. Some pairs added the information that the referents
were unknown. After having been asked whether the referents were specific entities, the
participants responded positively and added that there were personal pronouns and the
definite article following the indefinite reference.
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Rule 2 was more troublesome for the participants. They all agreed that the indefinite article
was used when we say what somebody’s job is. After a short discussion, they formed another
subgroup consisting of the expressions a member, a woman, and an online student,
concluding that we use the indefinite article when we identify somebody as a member of a
group that consists of more than one person. Text 6 proved as the most complicated but after
having been asked what we say about a person when we label them a good friend, they
suggested that the person was also a part of a group of friends and we characterize them as
such.
After completing Section 2, most participants suggested that Section 3 is partly similar to the
previous section in that we identify the referents as members of some groups when we use the
verb “to be”. When asked if there were any texts that would not correspond with this rule, the
participants were hesitant at first but suggested that in texts 3 and 6, we do not have any
specific entity in mind and the meaning of the indefinite article is close to some/any.
Section 4 proved to be the most complex. The participants agreed that we do not talk about
specific persons or things and that they are unknown to us. At this point, some of the learners
started overgeneralizing the “member of the group” rule, and therefore intervention was
needed. I guided them with a suggestion to compare the verbs in section 3 to those in this
section and focus on the meanings of the sentences. They eventually discovered that the
identifying element connected with the verb to be was missing.
It took the participants less than 3 minutes to form the rule for the last section. They noticed
that the indefinite article could be translated as preposition za, meaning per and that the article
implies regularity, as it is close to the meaning of every or each.

5.5.

Results

The quasi-experimental study analyses the scores of a total of 25 out of original 29
participants. Three learners in Group 1 and 1 learner in Group 2 did not attend all the 3
sessions, and therefore their scores were not subject to the analysis. The participants received
a point for each correct answer. In Task 1, the participants had to choose the correct answer
(either true or false) for the statement. The criteria based on which the open-question tasks
were assessed were given as follows:
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Task 2: The participant proved that they understood why the indefinite article should be used

in the text based on their explicit knowledge of the target pattern.
Task 3: The participant proved that they understood the shift in the meaning of the text
induced by replacing the indefinite article with the definite article.
The learners could score 18 points in total: 6 points for Task 1, 9 points for Task 2, and 3
points in Task 3. The overall scores of each participant in points can be seen in
Table 1 and Table 2.
Table 1. Group 1: Overall scores
Learner Pretest Posttest Difference
1A
17
16
-1
2A
11
14
3
3A
15
16
1
4A
13
15
2
5A
16
17
1
6A
16
15
-1
7A
15
16
1
8A
17
18
1
9A
16
17
1
10A
16
17
1
Table 2. Group 2: Overall scores
Learner Pretest Posttest Difference
1B
16
12
-4
2B
11
11
0
4B
12
12
0
5B
10
11
1
6B
11
11
0
7B
15
15
0
8B
14
13
-1
9B
16
17
1
10B
11
11
0
11B
16
16
0
12B
11
14
3
13B
13
15
2
14B
11
13
2
15B
11
13
2
16B
15
18
3
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To determine whether there was a statistically significant change in the results, learners’
pretest and posttest scores were first examined within their groups with Wilcoxon SignedRank Test, which is used to compare related samples. The posttest scores of Group 1 were
subsequently compared with those of Group 2 using Mann-Whitney U Test. It was with
regard to the small size of the samples that we opted for the non-parametric tests.
The statistical analysis ought to indicate whether it is possible to reject the null hypothesis,
H0, that “there will be no change in the scores of the participants between Test 1 and Test 2”.
H0 will be compared against the alternative hypothesis, HA, that “the scores reached in Test 2
will be higher than those reached in Test 1”. The significance level (α) was set at .05 (5%).
Table 3. Group means and standard deviations of
scores in different tasks and of overall scores
Task 1, max = 6
Group
N
Pretest
Posttest
Mean
SD
Mean
SD
1
10
5.4
0.66
5.3
0.45
2
15
5.3
1.1
5.53
0.88
Task 2, max = 9
Group
Pretest
Posttest
Mean
SD
Mean
SD
1
10
6.9
1.22
7.8
0.98
2
15
5.06
1.77
5.46
1.63
Task 3, max = 3
Group
Pretest
Posttest
Mean
SD
Mean
SD
1
10
2.9
0.3
3
0
2
15
2.8
0.4
2.46
0.4
Total, max = 18
Group
N
Pretest
Posttest
Mean
SD
Mean
SD
1
10
15.2
1.78
16.1
1.14
2
15
12.87
2.15
13.47
2.22
Table 2 shows the group means and standard deviations obtained by each group. Results from
Wilcoxon Signed-Rank Test analysis for Group 1 confirmed that there was a significant
increase in the posttest scores in Task 2 (z=-1.99, p=0.007) and in the overall score
(z=-1.99, p=0.046). The effect sizes were 0.6 and 0.44 respectively. No significant differences
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were found for the scores in Task 1 and Task 3. The comparison of Group 2 scores did not
reveal any significant differences between the pretest and posttest scores in any of the three
tasks or in the overall score.
The examination of posttest scores (a comparison of individual samples) with
Mann-Whitney U Test proved that there were significant differences that distinguished the
groups in Task 2 (U=18.5, p=0.001, effect size=0.63), Task 3 (U=35, p=0.026, effect
size=0.55), and in the total posttest scores (U=26, p = 0.005, effect size=0.55).

5.6.

Discussion

The study aimed to compare the effectiveness of inductive (DDL) and deductive approaches
towards grammar explanation. As for the overall results, the experimental group generally
outperformed the control group, with scores significantly higher already in the pretest. Based
on the within-group comparison, we found that the experimental group made significant
progress in Task 2 and in the total scores. Following the discussion in Chapter 4, learners
might have difficulties understanding and analysing authentic language materials if they are
exposed solely to teacher- or textbook-writer-created texts in the classroom. This type of
material is usually invented with a “good intention” to reinforce a grammar rule and present
new vocabulary (Gilmore, 2004). Since the experimental group was using a textbook as the
primary source of language input, the significant increase in the group scores open-question
tasks proves the positive effect of the inductive instructional treatment on their understanding
of the target grammatical pattern. In Task 3 we saw that the improvement could not be
considered as statistically significant. The group score for the task was already considerably
higher in the pretest, which makes the increase to 100% performance by each participant only
minor. What might be surprising is the drop of the group scores in Task 1, where the learners
were to evaluate the verity of the statements by their explicit knowledge of the target pattern.
The control (deductive) group did not show any progress that could be regarded as
statistically significant in any of the tasks. The participants reached slightly higher posttest
scores in Task 1 and in Task 2. A mild decrease was revealed in Task 3 scores. It is surprising
that despite having received the type of instruction that they were used to, it was only fewer
than a half of the learners in the control group that made any progress. There are several
possible explanations of this phenomenon: although having been assessed as the most
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advanced in the placement test, the students were not homogenous in terms of their language
proficiency level, and therefore some of them could have difficulty understanding the texts.
The rates of standard deviations in all the individual tasks were always higher in the control
group, which might support this assumption. The results might also conform to the idea that
the

deductive

approach

is

not

suitable

for

teaching

all

grammatical

patterns

(Hammerly, 1975). However, the validity of a statement based on such a small sample of
results of a rather confusing distribution is at least questionable. Finally, there might have
been some other factors which had a negative impact on the scores and that we could not
influence (see the final paragraph for an extended discussion on the confounding variables).
I will briefly mention two errors that occurred very frequently in all the tests across the
groups. Firstly, the learners tended to confuse nonreferring use with the first mention of a
specific referent. The rate of this type of error dropped significantly in the posttest, which
might indicate that the instructional treatments had a positive effect on the learners’
knowledge in terms of the distinction between a specific and a non-specific referent. What
proved as the most rooted error was the overgeneralization of a “person’s job” rule. It was
clear that the participants knew that the indefinite article is somehow connected with a
person’s job, however, they failed to recognize the “identification” (copular) element. I
assume that it was for this reason that nearly a half of the participants in both groups
explained the use of the indefinite article in the sentence You ought to go and see a doctor
(see Text 9 in the pretest, APPENDIX A) as “It’s a person’s job” or “We always use the
indefinite article with jobs”. The rate of this error decreased significantly only in the
experimental group, while a considerable part of the control group – despite having been
provided with a modified rule – repeated the error in the posttest. This might be an example of
a teacher-induced error, since the “job” rule is one of the very first pieces of information that
learners generally encounter in connection with the indefinite article, and, being not familiar
with the restrictions to the rule, they overgeneralize the pattern.
The between-group comparison was conducted to determine whether there was a significant
difference between the effectiveness of the deductive approach using concocted model
sentences in grammar explanation and the inductive approach with corpus-based materials.
Although the statistical examination showed that there was a significant difference in the
performance between group 1 and group 2 in Tasks 2 and 3 as well as in the total scores, we
cannot draw any conclusions about the effects of the methods from the results per se. The fact
that the experimental group started the study with better input knowledge of the pattern might
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have manifested in their posttest scores. Group 1 outperformed Group 2 in all tasks of the
pretest. The greatest difference between the groups appeared in open-question Task 2, where
the mean rank of the experimental group’s scores was more than 20% higher than that of the
control group. The posttest shows that it was only in Task 1 that the control group slightly
outperformed the experimental group.
The rather extraordinary results of the performance in the control group brings us to the effect
of many possible confounding variables that might come into play in a quasi-experimental
study, especially if we consider the size of our samples. To reduce the possible level of
anxiety caused by the testing, the participants were promised that their scores would not affect
their final year’s assessment. None of the learners therefore had any short-term learning
objective that would motivate them to improve their performance in the posttest. Finally, the
learners’ short-term memory could have influenced the total score, as the posttest was
administered approximately a week after the instruction. The experimental group, having
successfully discovered the rules from authentic examples, could have remembered the
patterns of use better than the group that was only provided with the rules followed by
invented examples of model sentences. In the view of the research question, we can say that
the participants who received the induction-based instructional treatment performed
significantly better in Tasks 2, 3 and in the overall scores, however, due to many possible
confounding variables and the small number of the respondents involved in the study, we
cannot draw any general conclusions about the differences in the effectiveness of the
methods.
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6. Conclusion
This thesis pursued to connect three issues that resonate in the current debates on the second
language acquisition and English language teaching: the role of the instruction on SLA,
different approaches to grammar explanation, and the application of corpora into mainstream
language education. It has been concluded that grammar is an integral element of successful
SLA and should be included in the syllabi (Ellis, R., 2012a). Although there is a growing
body of research devoted to the question of which methods are more effective in grammar
explanation, the results have not been clear-cut to this point. The quasi-experimental study
comparing two distinct, perhaps nearly opposite approaches to teaching grammar, was
conducted with regards to the Czech learners of English. It is thus not surprising that we chose
to examine the indefinite article as the target pattern, since the Czech learners often have
difficulties understanding the unknown system of reference. Corpus-based materials were
opted for with the presumption that it would be beneficial for the learners to make hypotheses
from authentic texts.
The major advantage of corpora in this study was the large number of samples available and
the authenticity of the instructional material. The learners were not skilled in the use of online
corpora and worked with printed handouts instead. This can be a good stepping stone for the
novices, but at the same time by “taking computer out of equation” the learner is deprived of
the freedom to make their own decisions in the process of learning (Boulton, 2010: p. 534).
Furthermore, the fact that corpora are not generally semantically tagged made the search for
representative examples quite complicated and the queries compiled to gather data were
therefore mostly based on the patterns found by the observation of the grammars that
provided theoretical background for chapter 2 (CGEL, MSA, and LGSWE). That a language
corpus is an effective tool for grammar acquisition was already verified by Johns (1991); this
study suggests that there are grammatical patterns for which the corpus-based analysis is less
convenient.
The results of the study proved that the group that received the induction-based instructional
treatment with the use of selected corpus data had generally better outcomes than the
deductive group. There are, however, many limitations that reduce the significance of the
study for the research. Quasi-experimental studies have generally lower internal validity than
those of experimental design, as the element of random assignment is missing – in this study
the division into groups was pre-given and randomization would not be beneficial for our
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purposes. There is similarly a number of possible confounding variables that might have an
impact on the validity of the results. Our study was conducted with a small number of
participants and within a very limited time frame. It would be beneficial to monitor the groups
for a longer period via retention tasks, which would allow us to compare the short-term and
the long-term scores. Although the contribution of the study to the research is limited, it has
showed that working with corpus data and induction can be beneficial for secondary-school
students in discovering or reinforcing new grammatical patterns.
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8. Résumé
1. Úvod
Správné používání členů je bezesporu jedním z největších úskalí pro nerodilé mluvčí
angličtiny. V českém kontextu je hlavním problémem především absence členů v jazyce a jen
velmi omezené množství překladových protějšků, o které se lze opírat. Těch se však většinou
užívá fakultativně a patří spíše do hovorové češtiny. Proto je důležité zkoumat, jak se anglická
gramatika v českém kontextu učí a které metody výuky jsou pro úspěšnou jazykovou akvizici
přínosnější. Práce se tedy zaměřila na efektivnost dvou metod explicitní instrukce, které ve
výuce gramatických jevů pracují s dedukčním a indukčním uvažováním.
2. Teoretická část
První sekce teoretické části (kapitola 2) definuje neurčitý člen jako referenčního prostřek
v anglickém jazyce. Vysvětluje tak navíc i klíčové termíny s ním spojené, jako je určenost,
reference či determinátor. Neurčitý člen je stručně vymezen z vývojového, fonetického a
ortografického hlediska. Systém používání neurčitého členu je popsán na základě dvou
gramatik – Quirka et al. (CGEL) a Duškové et al. (EMSA). Kapitola se následně věnuje
různým druhům reference. K nereferenčnímu užití je zmíněn i rozdíl mezi neurčitým
specifickým a nespecifickým referentem, který mimo jiné odlišuje přístup Duškové et al. od
Quirka et al. V přehledu nechybí ani reference generická, ve které je neurčitý člen značně
omezen. Druhá kapitola dále rozebírá použití neurčitého členu u vlastních jmen, jeho
numerické užití a konečně případy kolísání mezi určitým a neurčitým členem a zvláštní
případy neurčité determinace apelativ.
Následující kapitoly se věnují didaktickému aspektu bakalářské práce. Neurčitý člen se stává
jedním z mnoha jevů v anglickém jazyce, které si nerodilý mluvčí v procesu učení osvojuje.
Kapitoly 3.1 a 3.2 se zabývají tématem explicitnosti v učení/osvojování jazyka. Prvně se
práce zaměřuje na explicitní a implicitní učení jazyka. Naráží na diskuzi o tom, zda lze vůbec
zkoumat proces učení v rámci takové dichotomie, a pokud ano, v jakých stádiích a pro jaké
mluvčí jsou dané způsoby nejvíce efektivní. Otázkou pak je, jakou podobu má znalost o
jazyce, která z jednotlivých způsobů vyústí. Kapitola 3.2 o tomto tématu pojednává, a
především pak o otázce, zda může z explicitního učení (tj. znalosti metalingvistických
informací o jazykovém jevu, porozumění pravidlům apod.) vzniknout implicitní znalost (která
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se projevuje správným použitím jazyka bez jeho explicitní znalosti), a zda je možné, aby se
nerodilý mluvčí naučil druhý jazyk stejně implicitními procesy, kterými si osvojil svoji
mateřštinu.
Kapitola 3.3 otevírá téma role instrukce ve výuce cizího jazyka a v procesu jeho osvojování.
Instrukce je zde definována jako jakýkoli externí zásah do procesu učení s cílem jeho
podpoření. Začátek sekce ukazuje, že byla, podobně jako u aspektu explicitnosti v učení a
jazykové akvizici, historická debata na toto téma poněkud polarizovaná. Stejně jako v
kapitolách předchozích se debata vyvinula v tendenci propagovat spíše vyváženou výuku
jazyka. V případě instrukce nyní převažuje názor, že je v procesu učení všeobecně přínosná.
Instrukce jako taková sestává z mnoha podmnožin a metod s nimi souvisejícími. Následující
podkapitoly, popisující instrukci ve výuce cizího jazyka, jsou selektovány s ohledem na
jazykový jev, kterým se práce zabírá. Vybírá tedy především ty druhy instrukce, které se
soustředí na jazykové formy.

Kapitola 3.3.1 popisuje koncept FFI (Form-Focused

Instruction), která se zaměřuje na výuku gramatických struktur. Kapitola 3.3.1.1 pak
upřesňuje, jak lze ke gramatickým jevům přistupovat v rámci sylabu. Střetávají se tak dva
zásadní pojmy: Focus-on-FormS (FonFS) a Focus-on-Form (FonF). Ve FonFS, který je
spojován s tradiční výukou jazyka, je jazykový jev předem zanesen v učebním plánu
(například jako součást učebnicové lekce). V rámci FonF se však nerodilý mluvčí
s jazykovým jevem setkává čistě náhodně tím, že jev vyplyne z kontextu komunikace a
vyžaduje vysvětlení. V rámci FFI je opět důležitý aspekt explicitnosti, a tedy toho, zda se
výuka cíleně zaměřuje na jazykový prvek, který je popsán pomocí explicitních pravidel, či
zda je na něj pouze upoutána pozornost.
Práce se následně přesouvá k indukci a dedukci ve výuce gramatických jevů. U obou přístupů
je zásadní způsob toho, jak student/žák dojde k pravidlům používání. Dedukce podává
pravidla přímo formou metalingvistickým komentářem. Metody, které sázejí na induktivní
uvažování, dávají proces tvoření pravidel zcela do rukou toho, kdo se je učí. Postupuje se
oproti dedukci opačně, tedy od určitého k obecnému. U indukce je potřeba počítat s tím, že
poskytnutím textu, kde jsou gramatické jevy uvedeny správně, dojde k jeho správnému
pochopení. Doporučuje se tedy vždy kontrolovat, zda jsou hypotézy, ke kterým se došlo
pomocí indukce, pravdivé.
Poslední, čtvrtá kapitola teoretické části, je věnována korpusové lingvistice, a to především
tomu, jak jazykový korpus aktivně zapojit do běžné výuky jazyka. Korpusová lingvistika je
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současností jazykového výzkumu a má ohromný vliv na to, jak se k jazyku vůbec přistupuje.
Jako průkopník metody učení se jazyka na základě dat z korpusu, tzv. Data-Driven-Learning,
je zmíněn Tim Johns. Kapitola naráží na kontrast, který představuje nesmírná popularita, jež
se korpusy těší v akademickém prostředí, oproti jejich obecné absenci v sekundárním
vzdělávání. Důvodem může být fakt, že budoucí učitelé nejsou na práci s korpusem
dostatečně připraveni. Určitou roli stále ještě hraje nutné technické zázemí a také fakt, že
práce s korpusem jako takovým je časově náročná. Proto se korpusů využívá nepřímo,
zejména pak při tvorbě nejrůznějších učebních materiálů jako jsou jazykové učebnice,
deskriptivní gramatiky a v současnosti i jazykové učebnice, které stojí o autenticitu jazyka,
jenž prezentují.
3. Praktická část
V praktické části je popisována kvaziexperimentální studie, která spojuje poznatky obsažené
v teoretické části při srovnávání deduktivní a induktivní metody. Jako účastníci studie byli
vybráni gymnaziální studenti na úrovni B1-B2 podle Společného evropského referenčního
rámce. Ti pak utvořili dvě skupiny o 10 a 15 členech experimentální a kontrolní. Rozdělení
bylo předem dané běžným rozřazením studentů ve výuce. To, že jsou skupiny nejpokročilejší,
rozhodl rozřazovací test, na základě kterého se studenti v ročníku rozdělují do úrovňových
skupin. Obě paralelky byly srovnatelné, používaly stejnou učebnici a postupovaly podobným
tempem. Studie byla založená na principu pretestu a posttestu. Kontrolní skupina postupovala
dedukčně podle své učebnice. Experimentální skupina musela k pravidlům ohledně používání
neurčitého členu dojít sama na základě připraveného handoutu, který byl rozdělen do sekcí
podle pravidel v učebnici a obsahoval pouze nezměněná korpusová data z korpusů Araneum
Anglicum Maius a BNC.
O úpravách materiálů pojednává kapitola 5.3. Korpusová data byla vizuálně pozměněna tak,
aby připomínala tradiční typy materiálů, na které byly účastníci zvyklí. Upravilo se rovněž
znění některých pravidel v učebnici a jedno se přidalo. Obě skupiny absolvovaly jednu lekci
(dedukční 45 minut, indukční 90 minut), která byla jazykovému jevu věnována. Krátce po ní
následoval posttest.
Výsledky byly analyzovány pomocí Wilcoxonova párového testu pro skóre dosažená v
pretestu a posttestu v rámci jedné skupiny a Mann-Whittneyova U testu pro porovnání
výsledků posttestu mezi skupinami. Statistická analýza prokázala, že si celkově lépe vedla
experimentální skupina.
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4. Závěr
Ačkoli výsledky kvaziexperimentální studie prokázaly, že skupina, která k pravidlům ohledně
používání neurčitého členu došla indukčně, dopadla lépe než kontrolní, dedukční skupina,
vzhledem k povaze studie a velikosti vzorku nejsou výsledky příliš signifikantní. Interní
validitu experimentu snižuje chybící prvek randomizace vzorku, podobně jako řada dalších
faktorů, které nelze ovlivnit a které se mohly na výsledcích studie podepsat. I tak se ukázalo,
že autentická korpusová data jsou přínosná ve výuce gramatických pravidel, jelikož vykázala
experimentální skupina v posttestu většinou signifikantně lepší výsledky. Nutno však zmínit,
že pro aktivní práci s korpusem nejsou členy v angličtině nejlepším jevem, jelikož se nedají
příliš systematicky vyhledávat.
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APPENDIX A
TEST 1
Jméno a příjmení:
Třída:
Datum:

Úloha 0

V následujících úsecích textu vyplňte do vynechaného pole buď člen neurčitý (a, an), člen určitý
(the), nebo pole proškrtněte (X), pokud byste jej nechali bez členu.

1. He is a licensed Real Estate Broker and is …… member of the Real Estate Board of New York.
2. The second brother will be with him. “I was …… teenager when I felt that I had been deceived and betrayed.
3. Few people enjoy jogging or pumping iron in the local gym three evenings …… week, so I’ve got over that
problem too.
4. Mm. Come on then. What’s that? Is that …… rabbit? It’s a snail isn’t it?
5. ‘How do you know? Just because your father’s …… doctor?
6. ‘As I left, with all speed, I noticed …… sign outside the apartment building that said ‘Beware of the…
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Úloha 1

Rozhodněte, zda je tvrzení o použití neurčitého členu pravdivé (T), nebo nepravdivé (F).
Správnou odpověď zakroužkujte.

•
•
•
•
•
•

Úloha 2

A/an before a noun shows that what is referred to is not already known to the
speaker, listener, writer and/or reader.
We only use a/an with singular countable nouns.
A/an before a noun shows that what is referred to is already known to the
speaker, listener, writer and/or reader.
When we talk about a person’s job, we use a/an.
When we talk about particular groups or people within society (e.g. poor
people, young people), we use a/an + adjective.
We don’t use a/an before uncountable nouns.

T

F

T

F

T

F

T

F

T

F

T

F

Následující cvičení obsahuje úseky textů, ve kterých se vyskytuje případ užití neurčitého
členu (a, an). V políčku Význam použití vysvětlete, proč byste použili právě neurčitý člen.
Jednotlivé texty spolu nesouvisí.

Text1

My husband and I bought Millie as a companion for Mac, my Standard Poodle, and for my peace of
mind, as my husband is a police officer who frequently works nights.

Význam použití

Text 2
Walking to the bathroom is exercise. Even lying in bed reading a newspaper, occasionally lifting your cup of tea
to your lips, is exercise.

Význam použití
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Text 3
But tourists who want value for money should avoid buying a postcard in Bahrain or hiring a deckchair in
Japan.

Význam použití

Text 4
After the service I saw a small fishing boat had just returned and was beginning to unload.

Význam použití

Text 5
Francis stood by the window. ‘There's a mist coming in.’

Význam použití

Text 6

This may seem like an impossible demand to make on someone who has smoked 20-60 cigarettes a day,
but...

Význam použití
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Text 7
…and he’s coming out to play. And is that a picture of the sun? Yes. That’s very good…

Význam použití

Text 8
How much is it a copy? woman down here. Two P I think.

Význam použití

Text 9
Are you sure you 're all right ? You ought to go and see a doctor.

Význam použití
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Úloha 3

Následující úseky textů obsahují příklady použití neurčitého členu. Na řádek pod jednotlivými
úseky napište, jak by se změnil význam věty, kdyby se člen neurčitý nahradil členem určitým:

…and he’s coming out to play. And is that a picture of the sun? Yes. That’s very good…

…. on and he’s coming to our play. And is that the picture of the sun? Yes. That’s very good.

Men still hated to see a woman succeed.

Men still hated to see the woman succeed.

Finally they rounded a headland and saw a steam yacht, white and magnificent, in the middle of…

Finally they rounded a headland and saw the steam yacht, white and magnificent, in the middle of …
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APPENDIX B
TEST 2
Jméno a příjmení:
Třída:
Datum:

Úloha 1

Rozhodněte, zda je tvrzení o použití neurčitého členu pravdivé (T), nebo nepravdivé (F).
Správnou odpověď zakroužkujte.

•
•
•
•
•
•

A/an before a noun shows that what is referred to is not already known to the
speaker, listener, writer and/or reader.
We only use a/an with singular countable nouns.
A/an before a noun shows that what is referred to is already known to the
speaker, listener, writer and/or reader.
When we talk about a person’s job, we use a/an.
When we talk about particular groups or people within society (e.g. poor
people, young people), we use a/an + adjective.
We don’t use a/an before uncountable nouns.
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T

F

T

F

T

F

T

F

T

F

T

F

Úloha 2

Následující cvičení obsahuje úseky textů, ve kterých se vyskytuje případ užití neurčitého
členu (a, an).
V políčku Význam použití vysvětlete, proč byste použili právě neurčitý člen. Jednotlivé texty
spolu nesouvisí.

Text 1

When I am reading a book, I am obsessed with it.
Význam použití

Text 2

Two nights ago, a lady down the street got robbed. She came home and was getting some things from
her car and walking into the house when some guy in a mask and armed with a gun forced his way in
and robbed her of some jewellery.

Význam použití

Text 3

Do you want to buy a new watch but you can’t be bothered to go to a physical store to try them on?
Tissot just may have the answer for you in the form of their new augmented reality app.
Význam použití
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Text 4

I once met a man online who told me he’d been married three times. He really had been married nine
times!

Význam použití

Text 5

I exercise 3 to 4 times a week. I have never smoked, drank, and have never done drugs.

Význam použití

Text 6

“And there's a very curious incident connected with it.”
“May I hear it? ... Or is it a secret?”
“It would bore you.”

Význam použití
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Text 7

If you’re a daily soda drinker, just drinking one less soda a day and more one glass of water a day
can be enough to help you lose 13 pounds over the next year.

Význam použití
a daily soda drinker

a day

Text 8

I’m sure your lump is fine, but please talk to your mum or ask to see a lady doctor… a few mins of
embarrassment will be worth it when you are told it’s normal.

Význam použití
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Úloha 3

Následující úseky textů obsahují příklady použití neurčitého členu. Na řádek pod jednotlivými
úseky napište, jak by se změnil význam věty, kdyby se člen neurčitý nahradil členem určitým.

When I am reading a book, I am obsessed with it.

When I am reading the book, I am obsessed with it.

I heard a guy answer his phone in the bathroom the other day. Really?

I heard the guy answer his phone in the bathroom the other day. Really?

Have you seen a more attractive calendar?

Have you seen the more attractive calendar?
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APPENDIX C
1. I bought myself a nice messenger bag. No, it’s not a purse! I’ve always wanted one to carry
things. I can test it out tomorrow when we head into Seattle for the entire day.
2. She saw a woman waving at her and approaching. The woman was dressed in a white outfit
bordered in red and gold.
3. Another incident involved a teacher exchanging more than 700 text messages with a student
while the teacher engaged in a sexual relationship with the student.
4. A policeman in the UK was convicted of falsely accusing a citizen.
5. Two cars were involved in an accident and one of them was on fire. The car was engulfed in
flames and smoke was everywhere.

Pravidlo 1
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1. He lives in lower Manhattan. The junior from White Plains is a member of the men's
basketball team.
2. I can’t believe my eyes when I read through your post. I am working as a social media
marketer for quite some time now and I don’t know that these tools exist.
3. Ha Ngoc Thanh Ha Ngoc Thanh smiles from ear to ear when asked how he is doing. He has big
dreams for his future – either becoming a teacher or a journalist.
4.

I am a hard-working line cook. When I started, and to this day, being a woman makes it hard
to get respect, but I usually get it from the chefs, and even other cooks recognize the knowledge
I have.

5. Do you love being an online student? Are you a supporter of online education as an alternative
for students like yourself? If so, then Primavera needs your help!
6. He may not be the easiest person to deal with, but he is a good friend and someone who can be
counted on.
Pravidlo 2
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1. Is it a museum? Yes. It is a museum of Arkansas 's African American history.
2. It can be a big mistake to plan your retirement around the idea that you 're going to die in your
70 's.
3.

“Is there a bell?”
“ I 'll go and look”, said Tuathal.

4. One reason we attract superior students and visiting scholars from around the globe is our
library. It is a magnet.
5. Is that a noise? Is it a train? It is a noise. But not a train. It is the noise of a foul and
loathsome beast which emerges from the tunnel and drags him screaming into the darkness and
eats him alive.
6. Is there a library? ' he asked. ` Yeah, but you can only use it once a week and you have to get
permission.
Pravidlo 3
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1. Having a baby will often mean an end of future career, poverty and complications in health.
2. Man when I was a teenager there was no such thing as the Internet and PCs so if I wanted to
see a naked girl I had to do it the old fashioned way.
3. It's really important to try and get some time on your own, for yourself. I go and read
a book upstairs, or I take the dog out. You need that little space.
4. If you drop a bomb, you kill not only your enemies but your friends as well. This is the effect
food additives have on humans.
5. Never buy a dress that is too small even if you plan on losing weight. If you plan to undergo a
dramatic transformation, try to consult with your family members, friends or specialist.
Pravidlo 4
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1. Her daughter drives out from Bamford once a week but around this time of year she goes to
stay with some other relative, I'm not sure where, so I dare say she isn't there at the moment and
you haven't got any immediate neighbours resident.
2. Today a combine harvester can produce 30 tonnes of wheat an hour, flour and bread can be
produced in a matter of minutes and, in no time at all, the bread reaches the supermarket shelf
fresh and ready for consumption.
3. Just a forty mile an hour speed limit. Well, I've been complaining about this for about three
years now and the county council continues to think the forty mile an hour speed limit is
perfectly alright.
4.

I continued with my full-time job until 2004, running the business part time and on the
weekends. Those were 18-hour days, seven days a week, 365 days a year.

5. Don’t touch your face – a person touches their face over a dozen times a day without even
realizing it. It’s a natural reaction that accompanies regular social interaction or everyday life.
Pravidlo 5
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School Permission to Conduct Study
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